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Origin of the Great College Game
A

Brief History of Foot Ball

The genealogy of this blood- stirring game cannot be
traced with any degree of certainty The Greeks and Romans had a sport which consisted in kicking about some
kind of a ball but whether or not this is the parent of our
modern foot ball may be questioned
If true then the Romans introduced the game into Britain when they had garrisons stationed there probably as early as 100 A D
The first mention of the game however is in a History
of London published in 1175 where on
Shove Tuesday
young men go to the fields to indulge in the well- known
By 1365 the game had become so popgame of footeball
ular that Edward III forbade the practice because it hindNumerous
ered the progress of his favorite sport archery
laws were passed imposing heavy fines upon any one who
James I in his Manual of
played or witnessed the game
From this count
Precepts for my Son and Successor says
I debar all rough and violent exercise as the game of footeball meeter for laming than makeing able the users thereof
But the violent opposition and triumph of the PuriA prominent writer of
tans gave football a severe blow
the dayreferring to games and other devilish sports says
For as concerning footeball I protest unto you it may
rather be called a friendlie kinde of fight than a play of
recreation a bloody and murthering practice than a felowy
sport or pastime for they have the sleights to mix one between two to dash him against the hart with their elbows
to butt him under the short ribs with their griped fists and
with their knees to catch him on the hip and picke him on
his neck with a hundred such murthering devices
During the sixteenth seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the game was very popular its most flourishing period being about 1600
Very early in the nineteenth century
it began to decline in public favor and by IS30 had practiDuring the years 1350 to 1860 there was a
cally died out
decided revival of all athletic sports in the schools of England and football became the most popular game of the
winter sports
The game was played in a variety of ways
adapted to the peculiar characteristics and nature of the

playground
At Ruby the playground was large enough to
allow the running and tackling game
At Westminster
there was n0 place suitable for this style of play so the
dribbling game was introduced
The players were not
allowed to touch tne ball with their hands but by gentle
kicks from the
or shin as a player was running it was
possible for experts to dodge opponents by a quick turn to
the right or left and gain much ground towards the desired
goal without losing the ball At Harrow the conditions
were suitable for kicking and fair catching but the players
were not allowed to run with the ball or to tackle each other
Out of these varied forms two general styles of pltv soon
developed one permitting the carrying of the ball ami tackling as practiced at Rugby and the other forbidding the
touching of the ball except with the foot as practiced at
Charterhouse Westminster and Eton
Neither game was
free from objectional features as more hacking ami trioping
was introduced than skill and science

te

It is the Rugby game from which our American Intercollegiate was derived
In the original Rugby rules no definite provision was made for the size of the field and the
number of players on a side was usually twenty
In 1X75
Harvard learned the rules from the Canadians and persuaded
Yale to try them with the result that the first intercollegiate foot ball in America under Rugby rules was plaved at
New Haven in 1876 In 1884 an Intercollegiate Koorball
Association was formed consisting of Harvard
Yale
Princeton Wesleyan and the University of Pennsylvania
For several years the English rules were added to in a vain
attempt to adapt them tj American ideas and then a cutting out process began The first decide i step in improvement was taken in 1877 when Scotland reduced the number
of pkyers from twen- y to fifteen
In Australia football is recognized as the national came
Starting with the Rugby rules they fe the English game
was toD slow and from these rules have farmed what is known
as the
game
Victorian
The field is 200 yards long by
150 wide
The goal posts are 20 feer high and 7 yards apart
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A

Brief History of Foot Ball

fairly between
The only method of scoring is to kick tne ball
of players
number
The
whatever
height
any
at
posts
the
time is
playing
actual
and
the
twenty
composing a side is
a certain dehas
player
Each
minutes
forty
and
one hour
nearly the same
fined position and is supposed to remain is
to advance
being
object
the
game
entire
the
during
locality
and
kicker
accurata
is
an
the bail to the goal sneak who
score
to
opportunity
an
accept
to
goal
the
of
stands in front
runner
The ball can be advanced by running provided the
No
yards
seven
every
in
once
ground
bounds it on the
ball
tackling is allowed but a runner is obliged to drop the
The tendency in
as soon as he is touched by an opponent
skill and
this game is to develop quick open play in which
weight
and
strength
than
value
science shall have more
by the r ootNo man can act as a referee who is not licensed
ball Association

In Canada and Ireland the game is equally popular
The Canadian game is played with fifteen men and in Ireland
a spherical ball is used
Revision of rules in the interest of safety to the player
and development of science and skill has been the constant
aim The rule making power in America for several years
past has been vested in a committee of graduates from
prominent colleges Occasional accidents will happen of
greater or less severity but with the evil and dangers eliminated as is the constant aim of those interested foot- ball
is bound to be the most popular sport of the year
Then strip lads and to it though sharp be the weather
And if by mischance you should happen to fall
There are worie things in life than a tumble on heather
And life is itself but a game of football
Lester E Wolfe

Men Who Fought for the Black and Gold
Wearers of the

W

5 feet
Karl T Compton 08 Captain left end height
on
Woosters
years
Played
three
150
9 2 inches weight
Prep teams The man who with unceasing efforts has for
seven years done more than his share in upholding the interwas
ests of the black and gold on the gridiron the man who
was
who
and
year
senior
unanimously chosen captain in his
m
Compy
miss
Well
teammates
his
all
of
admired by
more ways than one His superb booting has saved us from
bitter defeat many times
Alanson Palmer 09 left tackle height 5 feet 9 inches
weight 175 pounds Learned the rudiments of the game m
Wooster Prep where he spent two seasons on the football
Shock
field making life miserable for the varsity men
to
nerve
has
he
and
find
is as huskey a man as you often
aland
out
laid
been
never
has
up
gives
never
He
burn
ways comes out of the game in much better physical condition than his opponent Well need more of your kind next
Shock
year
Weight 180
Crawford 10 Height 5 feet 11 inches
nevconsistent
a
but
sensational
pounds Left Guard Not
er tiring man who could be counted on to hold up his end of
tne argument at all times Received his High School train
Fat is a
ing at Toronto where he played three years
good man and we are all counting on him to do great things
in the next two years
1-

John D Hayes 09 center Height 6 feet 1 inch Weight
prepared in Wooster Prep sub center in 05 right
guard in 06 and one of the best centers the Varsity ever
produced in 07 When he started his football career in this
school no one ever dreamed of his becoming a Varsity man
but it was not long before the coaches found that Hayes was
made of the real stuff and that he would prove a valuable
man We see where John hustles somebody for All State

Mackintosh 09 quarterback height 5 feet 6 inches
weight 142 pounds played two years at quarterback on LinAll kinds of speed plenty of nerve
coln High Cleveland
fine head work and the man who held down the pivot position like an old veteran
Barclay Meldrum 09 right half in 05 height 5 feet
inches weight 170 pounds right half in 06 Played two
Knows the
years at tackle in University School Cleveland
game and plays it with all his might can buck the line in
fine shape makes his gains never loses his nerve is a good
tackier and an all around good man
9

James M McSweeney 08 fullback height 5 feet 11
inches weight 170 Played fullback on Wooster High 5
Varsity sub 05 Varsity fullback 06 He is cool
years
headed a sure tackier a good line plunger and a tower of
strength to the back field
Justin A Garvin 09 right end and fullback in 06 height
weight 160 Prepared in Wooster Prep
5 feet 9 inches
Here we have the real thing when it comes to football
Jag has more nerve than any man in Wooster he plays the
game with every ounce of strength there is in him and he
never gives up he is speedy on end runs can break up formations can buck the line tackle punt or do anything else
required of him That he played a whirlwind game all season is evidenced by the fact that the press notices have aLet us all extend our apprelways given him his just dues
ciation to next years Captain

next year

Hiram L Tate 09 Height 5 feet 11 inches weight
pounds fullback in 03 right tackle in 05 general choice
for all state tackle in 06 right tackle in 07 picked by all
except Cleveland dopers as one of the all state tackles in 07
A man who has put it over every man he has ever played
against who has smashed up lines and made life miserable
for all backfield men who have ever tried to go through him
the man who has strengthened Woosters entire team Tate
well have a mighty hard time trying to replace you

Roscoe E Sidell 09 sub half in 06 right guard in 07
Weight 170 Height 5 feet 8 inches No training until he
Plays
Has showed steady improvement
struck Wooster
Holds his position like a stone wall
a fine defensive game

Sylvester B Scovel 09 right end height 5 feet 11
inches weight 148 pounds three years football training in
Bordentown Military Institute N Y The man who has
worked hard on the field since entering Wooster H

165

171
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held down right end in fine shape and was a credit
team

Frank

to the

A Steele 08

quarterback height 5 feet 8 inches
snoweal remarkable ability in running a team
io
n ucn up agaiiisti genuine inara iuck a nervy rheady play
er and a mighty good man at quarter
weigmJ
1

t

AD

1

Men Who Were on the Varsity
M C Avery 10 height 5 feet 8 inches
A man with lots of nerve and a man who will
be a strong factor on next years team

fullback
undoubtedly
sub-

Jim Garvin 10 weight 165 height 5 feet 7 inches
three years training in Wooster Prep
A man who showed
exceptional ability during the time he played and a man who
wiu auu inaieriany to next years team

3

The Freshman Team
The strongest factor in keeping the Varsity continually
and in giving them all the strenuous practice
they desired was the Freshman team Never since we can
remember has there been so small a squad of eligibles fighting for places on the Varsity as there was this year The
only thing that offset this great disadvantage to a considerable extent was that loyal bunch of husky men of 1911
From twelve to fifteen men composed the squad and
they are men of varsity calibre and the games they put up
against the Varsity were in no way inferior to some of the
intercollegiate games played this season
This bunch ia the hope of the Varsity for next year and
it is to be hoped that not a single man will be absent when
the Freshman squad lines up as the Varsity Squad next fall
The roll of honor is as follows Brinton Beck Kelley
White France Corbett Gault Palm Avison Lamberton
Fulton Dround Thompson and Compton
on its mettle

A Few Words From Captain

Compton

In discussing briefly the past foot ball season it will nnt
be my purpose to review the games the editor will do
that
neither do I wish to bewail our defeats for that would do
no good but rather I would like to draw a few lessons from
the season which may show some weak points that may be
overcome If we look at it right we can learn as much or

3t isf

Richard

F

i

Evans

Our right half back who gave his life in service
Black and Gold in the Reserve game

for the

Fred Collins 10 sub- guard prep training in Wooste
strong man on defense
Made of the right stuff
He
promises great things in future years
A

R V Hunter
10 and T C Fulton
09 and Robert
Orr 09 were also faithful members of the squad and
were
strong factors in the stubborn resistance offered by the
Scrubs
They deserve great credit for the work they did in
developing the work of the Varsity

more from defeat than from victory
In the first place we need to have some method by
which the whole team can get together earlier in the afternoon
Instead of having some out early and some out only
after the 3 and 4 oclock classes at a time of vear when it
gets too dark to practice at 15 or 20 minutes to five all
ought to be able to get out by at least a quarter to four
This is absolutely necessary to get in enough work to be in
the best of condition
Then for another thing we need more time and a better
system for the purpose of individual coaching Of course
team work is the great thing in foot ball but it cannot succeed unless backed up by individual proficiency Between
foot ball players there exists the same difference as between
wrestlers
The knowledge of how to use ones natural abilities counts for just as much as the abilities themselves And
it is too slow and too costly to depend upon experience alone
to teach the fine points and the tricks
More attention
should be paid in working with the individual players
Lastly we need a more permanent policy in the coaching This year the squad was largely made up of men who
were here and inelegible last year and who did not come
out till this fall The same thing will be true to a certain
extent next year This has been due largely to the policy
of bending all the energies to get present results This policy would naturally give good results the first but for all
succeeding years it would be disastrous
By this system a
new start will have to be made every year at the same
point it was made the year before and there is little chance
for improvement whereas if every fall there were an enthusiastic bunch of inelegibles working along side of the
rest the foot ball efficiency of the school would grow from
year to year This is the only way in which we can successfully compete with the larger schools To this end thereshould be more attention and work given to the freshman
team so that they could really see that they were gettingsome good from the practice and would thus have an incentive to be out every day Of course this has been done to
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some extent this year but it was not developed as it should
have been and never will be unless there is some permanent
head with the authority to direct the policy of athletics and
who will do so with a view to the future as well as the present
If we can from the past season realize and correct
these defects I believe the past season will in the long run
have been successful
A PROSPECT
By Captain- Elect Garvin
At the close of another football season we forget the
disappointments and defeats which we have undergone and
profiting by the mistakes of the past we look forward with
the highest hopes and resolutions to make the next football
season the best ever
It is not sportsmanlike to try to excuse defeat but even
looking at the conditions under which the team worked this
fall in the most favorable light we must acknowledge that
at least luck did not favor Wooster
Starting the season with only four men of the 1906 Varsity the team crippled by the loss of Evans played a
harder schedule than any other team in Ohio and while they
may have lacked knowledge of some of the fine points of the
game and at times made mistakes no one will deny that the
team fought hard under these adverse conditions

The Men

L

and Director of Athletics

The Season from the Graduate Managers Standpoint
While we cannot well claim that our season was a successful one there is much to be said in extenuation of our
shortcomings the past fall We had lost many good men
Richard Evans unfortunate accident and a schedule too
heavy for our limited squad of men were obstacles too heavy
for us to surmount with flying colors The team and our
coach worked hard but a bad combination of circumstances
We defeated
seemed a little too much for our resources
Delaware and tied Ohio State These were achievements
of no mean worth when everything is considered
Financially we did well Not as well as some had hoped
but much the best we had ever done on a season thus far
We were able to meet our obligation to Coach Skeel al

13

regard to the
But let us look to the future First with
will have the
ohn
J
Tt
Director
Athletic
matter of coaching
as Gradand
pursued
be
to
policy
of
the
general guidance
coach
a
for
for
lookout
on
the
uate Manager he is already
sure that
be
may
we
secured
be
may
next year Whoever
at all events a well
with St Johns supervision we will have
coached team
next year s team Of
As to the probable personel of the
Scovel Crawford
back
have
will
this years varsity we
and perhaps Mackintosh
Garvin
Meldrum
Palmer
Haves
player but who was
Besides these Ervin who is a crack
will be out next year
year
this
out
coming
prevented from
have such men as Colwe
Varsity
Of the substitutes on the
Drown Harrison and Orr
lins Avery Fulton Jim Garvin
back
Bobby Elder will also be
a wealth of material to
In the Freshman team we have
Thompson Lamberton
White
Brinton
nick from Beck
whole team have shown
the
fact
in
and
Avison
France
splendid bunch from
great football ability and will make a
those who graduate
of
places
the
fill
to
men
which to pick
persuaded to return
be
also
may
Kelly
Sonny
tihte year
of
the best half backs
one
make
to
promises
and if he does
in the State
have these men on next
The mere fact that we will
inspire confidence and
to
enough
is
years football squad
Wooster student they will
with the loyal support of every
everybody will be proud
which
of
Zt fail to make a record

at the Helm

W ST JOHN

Graduate Manager

No

ERNEST SKEEL
great work for Wooster under

COACH
The man who did
discouraging conditions

most

though forced to call on our generous supporters for the
amount of their pledges
For next year we have a fair outlook True we lose
some good men but we secure some good material and the
men representing us this year have gained some valuable exA small school cannot stand at the top every year
perience
will come back strong next fall
Wooster
but
The coaching question is entirely open as yet Without
substantial outside help we cannot secure the return of
Coach Skeel even if he could be persuaded to leave his practice again A cheaper man will be much in the nature of an
experiment and we can only hope for the best
Lynn W St John
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A

Review of the Season

If defeats constituted failure the season of 1907 was a
Because this is the general opinion and because of
failure
an innate love of victory and hatred of defeat in human nature the task of the writer of this article is a very difficult
one
It is not his intention to deny the fact of defeat but
only to try to take the sting out of such defeat and to show
that defeat does not mean failure
Last year Wooster had the most successful football
season she has had sine the revival of intercollegiate athletWe expected and justly expected to
ics six years ago
have a championship team this season Only four of that
great team were lost to us by graduation Skeel was returning and a wealth of material was in the Freshmen class
The whole state looked to see a championship team from
Wooster once more As a result every team laid for us
They arranged their schedule to beat Wooster they coached
their teams to beat Wooster and even Wesleyan had dreams
of shaking off her hoodoo and beating Wooster
When Skeel returned to meet
But what did happen
Only
that bunch of championship material what did he find
Kelley Lehman
four of last years regulars on the ground
and Hatfield gone and everything seemed against him
Scarcely had practice begun until Steele was injured and did
But all
not get into the game until the end of the season
these misfortunes were insignificant in comparison with the
one that fell upon the school in the first big game when
Evans was so seriously injured that he died a few weeks
later
With all these conditions to overcome and the hardest
schedule of any team in Ohio seven hard games without a
let up we consider the season one of great credit to the little squad of men the coach managers
and Wooster at
large and speaks well for the New Wooster Neversaydi- espirit
But to review the games as they were played
The German

Wallace Game

was only a good practice game The work of the team
fair permitting German Wallace to score by the
careless attention to the ball when it was free on a fumble
Compton kicked two goals from field
Score Wooster 37
German Wallace 5

was only

The Reserre Game
The Varsity went to Cleveland Oct 5th to play the best
team Reserve has had on the field in many years
In the
very first scrimmage the fatal accident to Evans occurred
and no one will deny that it had a large share in the final result of the game
For Reserve Tyler the Portman brothers and Ingersoll played as fine football as they played this
year
Garvin and Tate were the most consistent workers
for Wooster
Garvins thirty- yard run was the feature of
the game from Woosters standpoint Final score Reserve
29

Wooster

0

The Wesleyan

Game

Here for the first time the Black and Gold showed old
time form
Wesleyan had been looked upon as one of the
most dangerous aspirants for State honors this fall
A team
of old
Qp

veterans among them Rike Stroupe and Potts came
here full of Rickey trick ey plays with a good crowd of

rooters to get revenge for several successive defeats In
three minutes of play Meldrum had made a touchdown and
Compton had kicked goal Wesleyan came back strong and
Stroup carried the ball over for th em after a series of terrific line buclcs and a few end runs from line- shift plays
But in the second half Wooster played real football and held
Wesleyan safe and Gurvin made a touchdown on a beautiful
forward pass and Compton kicked goal The rest of the
game was all ours and the final score was Wooster 12 Wes-

leyan5

Ohio State
The most sanguine supporters were not disappointed
when the word came over the wires from Columbus that
Skeels bunch of unlucky warriors had held the State
Champions to a tie score After the Reserve defeat the
whole state called us down and out but we fooled Wesleyan
and also State when the plucky Black and Gold bunch kept
Hernsteins pets from scoring until the game was two thirds
over and scored themselves in three minutes of play The
first half was all Woosters and even in the second half with
the exception of the time when State scored That Splendid
Foot Ball Machine from Wooster had the best of the argument Every man played great foot ball but Crawford Palmea Sidell Tate and Jag were the stars with Mackintosh
none behind That a team of new men on whom Dame
Fortune frowned all year could play two such games of foot
ball hardly was expected by any athletic men of the state
But Wooster spirit was up and while that was so we were
invincible The touchdown was made by McSweeney Final
score Wcoster 6 Ohio State 6

Kenyon
What happened between the 19th and the 26th of October no one seems to know At least if they know they refuse to tell Suffice it to say that the fighting spirit so evident at Columbus was entirely lacking on Varsity field in the
Kenyon game Overconfidence was certainly partly to blame
for the defeat at the hands of a plucky well coached and
hard fighting team that came up from Kenyon to win
Brigman was a tower of defense and a whirlwind on offense
for Kenyon and no team ever fought harder against a Wooster team than that team did but Woosters work was far be
low that of the two previous games
We cannot but think that from this time on the material
in our team failed to develop
It certainly was not Skeels
fault that they did not Whose fault was it There is food
for thought and the solution of the question would turn the
rest of the seasons defeats into useful object lessons
If we can learn some Kenyon spirit from Kenyon defeats then let Kenyon defeat us again But we think we
have learned our lesson
Final Score Kenyon 5 Wooster 0

The Case Game
Again Fortune frowned on Wooster With the first annual fall reunion and home coming day everybody expected
to see Wooster take a brace and defeat Case She did take
a brace but she did not defeat Case
The main reason she did not was that the Case men were
tetter mud larks than Woosters men It was the most in
fact the only heart breaking contest of the season Three
Concluded on page 9
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With this issue we conclude our work for this term
the
We wish to take this occasion to wish our friends
have
they
Year
New
Happiest
the
and
Merriest Christmas
ever known
We wish also to thank you all for your hearty interest
It is with a great deal of
in and support of the VOICE
gratification that we are able to say at this time that we
our
have received nothing but words of commendation for
certainly
We
liberal
been
have
they
and
year
this
paper
appreciate it It helps to make what is usually considered
a hard thankless task really pleasant work
It is no self gratification we refer to it is gratification
for the Voice its staff and the entire list of its subscribers
They have made it whatever it is and
and correspondents
all
for
it
we thank them
We hope you will all come back next term rested and
refreshed by a pleasant vacation and ready to take up the
tasks of the new term with great enthusiasm and energy
Again we say Merry Christmas and a Happy Prosperous and Progressive New Year

as school does not open until the 3rd and a paper
or at
on the 8th would have to go to the printers the 4th
6th
the
latest

uary

15th

About Basket Ball
One thing that the recent series of games has proved
conclusively is that Wooster crowds are decidedly in need of
improvement in conduct at games of basket ball
On at least two occasions some people actually hissed
at decisions of the official and that at a man who has done
more for Woosters athletics than any man who lives today
It was the most disgraceful thing a Wooster crowd was ever
guilty of and it was done simply because the favorite team
with the crowd was being penalized frequently for fouling
Nobody dared to say the fouls were not made or that the
penalties were not legal No that is what makes the thing
Will Wooster
serious for the question naturally comes up
crowds do the same thing when the favorite team the VarWe certainly
sity is penalized in intercollegiate games
so
not
be
will
it
that
think
and
not
hope
The man does not live who can sit on the side lines aid
see the team he loves make as many fouls as the team he
We thought it wise to hold the paper a day this week
wants to see beaten
in order to include the account of the championship game of
Neither does any official live who can see every foul
basket ball
that all the spectators together can see
We regret very much that in the cut used in our supWe must learn how to treat officials in basketball
plement Roscoe Sidell is not in the picture the cut was the
only one available and he was not in town when the picture
was taken
The first issue next term will probably not be until Jan

games as well as we do in foot ball and base ball
Another place where there is need for improvement
That is in our rooting at basket ball games
A basket ball game is not a foot ball game and the
rooting should be as different as the games
Concluded on page 9

Origin of Football

eppears in frock coats Report that
Yale will delay game till 6 oclock and
Football originated with the Chinese then wear full dress
according to Stewart Culvin the ex446 Yale penalized twenty yards
pert on games
for touching opponent Great exciteProfessor Culvin has for years stu- ment Game called by Harvard Overdied games as Edison has studied elec- seers because excitement is
expressly
tricity and wonderful are the many forbidden by rules Puck
discoveries he has made
A curious and ancient Chinese drawing unearthed by this investigator
shows a prime minister playing footThe attendance at the Harvard Yale
ball with a king and two imperial game was over 37000
chamberlains
The time is the tenth
century but long before that date footThere is a world of sadness in those
ball was recognized in China as an exfew words that the State Lantern
ercise excellent for soldiers
prints beneath the picture
of the
In the eighth century football was
championship cup
herestill
Its
introduced from China into Japan as
but it isnt ours
golf was introduced recently from England to America and the former game
Football certainly pays The Athletbecame as popular in the Japan of 800 ic Treasury of the University of MichiA D as golf is popular in the Amer- gan was benefited
by the four games
ica of today
played there this fall to the extent of
From China and Japan football
48733
There is a surplus 25000
spread rapidly all over the world
Purdue Exponent
In order to develop ability to kick
the ball contests will be held at Purdue
during the winter and spring
Gold
Painless Football
medals will be awarded to the longest
Bulletins from next Harvard- Yale punter and to the one who makes the
Game
best percentage kicking goals
217 p m Harvard team has come
on field wearing sack suits and red
neckties
220 Yale team appears in sack
suits and blue celluloid collars Much
favorable comment
Slight delay over
Harvard protest against Yale wearing
buttons on coat- tails which are forbidden by rules of correct dress Protest
referred to Ladies Home Journal
230 Yales ball Harvard fined ten
yards for disarranging rugs on field
Frequent delays to dust the ball
312 Great excitement Two spectators discovered who had paid fifty- five
cents admission
Legal rate fifty
cent Expelled amid hisses
417 Second half
Harvard toam

Lives of foot- ball men remind us
We can write our names in blood
And departing leave behind us
Half our faces in the mud
The Denisonian calls the Reserve
Exactly down
team the beef trust
with the trusts

isnt the

only college sport
frown
President
Tucker of Dartmouth college has issued a manifesto against baseball declaring that it has proved harmful on
account of the commercial element that
accompanies it and unless some very
radical reform can be affected it must
be forbidden This manifesto was fol
Football

at which faculties

lowed by the debarring from participation in future college athletics of nine
members of last years baseball team
A movement is on foot to discontinue

the practice

of kicking goal after a
touchdown is made It is claimed that
the extra point is too great in comparison to the difficulty of securing the
touchdown and that it too often decides
a contest in favor of the poorer team
This is particularly applicable in therecent game between Brown and Harvard
in which the general opinion is that the
former played a winning game in comparison although defeated by a score
of 6 to 5
Ex
Both Case and the University of
Pennsylvania have quarterbacks named
Regan and linemen named Zeigler
Here however the similarity ends as
Case was defeated on Thanksgiving
and Pennsylvania wasnt
The following has been going the
rounds of nearly all the college papers
in the country
It does not seem right
that the Voice be neglected
A College Case
Meeting

on the campus

down the hill
Studying in the seminar

wandering

theyre

to-

gether still
From early in the morning till ten
oclock at night
Each one looks forsaken when the
others out of sight
Always telephoning
always making
dates
Taking long long rambles which neither one quite hates
Gazing all enraptured in each other
face
No just a college
Is it very serious
case
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Preps Suffer Defeat at the Hands of the Fast
Junior Aggregation
Juniors 30 Preps 13
are beginning to be solved and the
mysteries
At last the
many wise
basket ball tangle which has puzzled the minds of
The
itself
untangling
is
weeks
three
students for the last
problem
strong factors in the race are looming up and the
by the
becomes more simple With the defeat of the Preps
by the
Juniors the championship is now to be contested
Juniors and Seniors
to finThe Preps put up a fine article of ball from start
that
times
all
at
game
ish and it was only by being in the
expast
the
However
them
to
beat
able
were
the Juniors
tell
to
began
soon
09
bunch
perience and superiority of the
to
and gradually the Juniors forged ahead It is only just
old
time
to
their
up
the Preps to say that they did not play
ball
form and that the Juniors put up a better article of
than in any previous game More credit is due the Preps
old men
than any other bunch in school for they are said by
floor
to be the fastest bunch of Cads ever seen on the local
state
in
the
team
Prep
any
other
That they could out class
Their
is a fact believed by all who have seen them play
passgame with the Juniors was exceedingly fast and the
ing and basket shooting showed the fine form and team work
Captain Barr of the Junior team was the
of both teams
in
both passing and basket shooting
game
of
the
star
LINE UP
Goals
Preps
Goals
Juniors
4
Collins
f
3
f
Palmer
5
Atkinson r f
garr r f
Thompson c
3
Hayes c
Goheen c g
2
Fulton eg
1
Eddy r c
Jacobs r c
Goals from fouls- Barr 4 Eddy 3
Final Score Juniors 30 Preps 13
1

1

Freshmen Now Wear the

Smile

Freshmen 32 Sophomores 7
The Freshmen put it all over the Sophs Saturday in a
basketball game which was marked with little sensationFrom the start it was seen
al work and very slow playing
by everyone that the game would go to the Freshmen and
that the Sophs had little chance of winning The Freshmen
showed for the first time the result of their untiring efforts
Their team work although ragged at times was on the
The Sophs played the game for
whole very creditable
about five minutes but for the remainder of the game they
were sadly lacking at all times Had not Blaser interfered
with Seelye the Freshmen might have had one morebasket
Blaser and Beck of the Freshmen team played ai hara
game and it was partly due to their efforts that the Sophs
received such a drubbing
The rivalry which exists between the two classes made
this game much more interesting than it would otherwise
have been and the result was probably a great satisfaction
to the Freshmen

LINEUP
Goals
Sophs
Freshmen
7
Blaser
f
Mackintosh
2
White r f
Hunter r f
2
Kelly c
Seelye c
1
Brinion g
Collins g
4
Beck r g
Garvin r g
Goals from fouls Seelye 1
Final Score Freshmen 32 Sophomores 7
1

1

1

1

f

Goals

Juniors

Win

13

Championship

Score Juniors 27 Seniors 9
The championship has at last been definitely settled and
we again find the fast aggregation representing 09 in the
lead In this last game they started out with whirlwind
passing and basket shooting which the Seniors were unable
to break up In the first five minutes of play the Seniors
managed to stay with them but after this it was all over and
Of course we
every one conceded the game to the Juniors
have to take into consideration the fact that the Seniors
were minus one regular player and were in very bad physical condition which undoubtedly handicapped them to considerable extent Had it not been for this the game would
probably have been more interesting however there are always ifs after every defeat which shows where things might
have been changed
In the second half the Seniors were only able to score
one foul while the Juniors ran up sixteen points on them
The game was marked by considerable unnecessary
rough playing Much credit is due to Block who took Comptons place and held Barr to one basket
Fulton was the individual star of the game scoring 12
points to bis opponents 2
The enthusiasm ran high and the way in which the supporters of both classes cheered showed the keen rivalry
which existed

Freshmen Freeze Out the Preps by One Point
Freshmen 13 Preps 12
The Freshmen managed to nose out ahead of the Preps in
the last five minutes of play of a game marked by close
The Preps seem
guarding and very little good passing
to have lost the snap and energy which they displayed the
first of the season however much credit is due them for the
way in which they cling to men who stand head and shoulders
above them
The Freshmen have showed more improvement since the
This is due
beginning of the season than any other team
Let
to the way in which they have kept up their practice
the doper prophesy here that next season the championship
will not be decided without this team getting a lookin
There is material in that team which will be heard from
It is very hard to pick the stars of the game for each
man stuck so close to his opponent that there was not any
sensational work
Brinton was forced to leave the game in the first half on
account of some lung trouble that interfered with his
breathing but Avison put up a good game in his place
Beck played a great game against Eddy holding that star
to no baskets
The preps are unfortunate in having lost two games by
only one point
Freshmen
Blaser f
White r f
Kelley c
Brinton
Avison
Beck r g

Goals

LINEUP

j

s

Preps

Eddy

1

Goals
1

f
rf

2

Collins

1

Thompson c
Atkinson g

1
1
1

1

Lamberton
e
Goheen
Eddy 4 Thompson

2
Goals from fouls Blaser 3 White 2
Final score Freshmen 13 Preps 12
Prof Wenner treated the Preps to a royal feed after
the game

LINEUP

Seniors
Goals
Juniors
1
Emerson If
Palmer f
1
Garvm r f
Barr r f
Hayes c
Foss c
Black g
Fulton g
Richardson r g
Jacobs r g
Goals from fouls Foss 5 Barr 3
Final Score Juniors 27 Seniors 9
1

1

No

1

1

Goals
2
1

3
6
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About Basket Ball
pge

Quadrangle

Dines

Grey and Waters and they certainly
stopped them but Vradenburg and
Smith were too much for us in about
four long runs Wooster played good
ball however on the offense and her
great rally in the second half was a
fine exhibition of fighting against odds
The Oberlin game was the most spectacular of the year and was only in
keepihg with the seasons hoodoo
The W U P Game

On Wednesday Dec 11 a very enjoyable evening was spent at the ArchIn a foot ball game we keep up
er House when the eight new members
noise an tne time ana we should do so of
Quadrangle entertained the old memBut at a basket ball game the idea
bers at dinner Mr Honghton acted
not so much noise as appreciation and
as toastmaster The address of welencouragement
This appreciation
come was given by Miss Sarles and
should be well directed and in return
was responded to by Mr Steele after
for fast passing not rough play for
which
followed toasts by a few other
pretty shot not because the other
members
is
penalized
team
Lets think about
This game was with a team out of
Lets be appreciative
these things
A Review of the Season
our class and while outweighed twenty
good
work by both teams and give
of
pounds to the man and outplayed all
Concluded from page 5
the officials the benefit of every doubt
the time the game was so satisfactory
If we do that Woosters high reputa or iour times we should have won
that the Wup management was the first
that
tion for clean athletics and good sports game and Case was never
dangerous to ask for another game next fall and
manship is assured
except the two times when luck simplv also to send the following letter to Mr
Vespers
rolled their way and once on a recovered Joe Miller who was a strong factor in
punt and again on a long end run from making the game a success and the
The choir under the direction of
our ten yard line they crossed our goal Pittsburg Alumni Reunion an event
a
beautiful Vesper
Prof Erb rendered
ineir second score was the most never to be forgotten
Service in Memorial Chapel Sabbath heartbreaking sight ever witnessed on
The letter follows
afternoon at 4 oclock
Varsity
field
Prof Erbs organ numbers were es around Case in After playing rings 210 Observatory Ave Allegheny Pa
the beginning of the
November 25 1907
pecially beautiful and were played with
second half Wooster had the ball on My Dear Mr Miller
true spiritual feeling
Cases four yard line and on the third
I merely want to
The anthem bmg oh Heavens was down
tried a forward pass which owing drop you a word to express my appreciin
most
effective
the
the
choirs work to the condition of
the ball was fumbled ation of your kind treatment in con
The service was a fitting prelude to and the
ball went to Case on downs nection with the Wooster press work
the Christmas season
The program After two
futile attempts to gain Orr Your people helped me out considerfollows
took the ball and watched Mcintosh ably and I trust that everything said
Processional Hymn 86
slip and fall in the mud and with a clear was perfectly satisfactory to you
Organ March of the Magi Kings
field ran for ninety- five yards for the While your team was defeated
it
DuBois score
that won the game Of course showed splendid spirit nearlv all of
Anthem Awake Up My Glory
i
i
men remarking after the game that
Kjn- ic piayeu gooai loot Dau
and won ourwas
Chadwick the game
a pleacure to play against such
it
fairly
and decisively but that gentlemen
I think you also heard RefOrgan Offertoire on Christmas Carols
score dont mean that Woosters men eree Godcharles remark in the office to
Guilmant were out- played by
twelve to two
the effect that he never officiated in a
Anthem The Morning Star
Burdett
On accouut of the sad death of Evans cleaner game
Organ Noel Ecossais
Guilmant the Heidelburg game
Uur men plaved their best football of
was cancelled
Anthem Sing 0 Heavens
the year and had they done half as well
Tours No one will doubt
this sad accident against W
that
J we would have won
Organ- The Holy Night Noel
Buck was m a great measure
the cause of easily Yours very truly
There were shepherds abiding in the the seasons poor
showing and it is
C E Davis
field
only justly so That reflects credit
This in brief is a review of the
Keeping watch over their flocks by
rather than discredit on the team that most unfortunate season Wooster
has
night
they should be so deeply influenced by
ever known There is no tinge of bitThe Sevenfold Amen
Stainer the accident to their friend
It would terness in these defeats no touch of
Recessional Hymn 173
not be human nature for men to play disgrace in
the seasons results and if
the same kind of a game after such an we can do as Captain Compton and
Y W C A Receptiom
accident as befell our team at Reserve Captain- Elect Garvin suggest
profit by
as before
our mistakes we will easily tnrn the
One of the pleasant features of the
week was a reception given by the
season of 1907 into a stepping stone for
The Oherlin Game
older girls of the Y W C A to its
greater achievements on the gridiron
new members on Saturday evening
AtOberlin we were outplayed by the in 1908
The reception was a progressive one best team in the state
Well stand by the Grand Old team
Our men
and included three places the Willard played great ball in the second half
Hall in Kauke Hall Hoover Cottage and even in the first half had we
10
10
and Holden Hall the older girls divi- scored that touchdown when Compton
ded among the three places of recep- fell in the mud in trying to carry the
BucKeye St
tion remained there throughout the ball that last yard the tale might have
The Littl Photo Gallery
evening each home receiving a new been different
Sidell and Palmer
Elder B S A MD
supply
of their guests A different played great ball in this game and Gar- Thomas R Diseases
of the
course was served at every stop and vin was a whirlwind
Eye tar Nose
Thraat and Spectacles
Of f ice over Laubacti
Boys Drug Store
the time spent in various amusements
Our men had been trained to stop
lJnblic Square
Concluded Jrom

6

a

jj

Photos

cents

Victor Dye

North
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Kappas Entertained
Beta Gamma Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma spent a most delightful
evening last week at the home of Mrs
LinaWalter D Foss a patroness
grams and music were the principal
after
amusements of the evening
Mrs
which a supper was served
Hyers of Cleveland was the guest of
honor

Prof Vance Returns
Prof J Milton Vance has returned
from an extended absence due to his
serious illness which kept him from
taking up his work in the department
of Biblical instruction
He is rapidly regaining his strength
and expects to resume his work at the
beginning of next term

McSweeney

Host to Phi Gams

The Rho Deuteron chapter of Phi
Gamma Delta and their friends were
entertained at a dinner given by James
McSweeney last Friday evening
About forty persons sat down to a
splendid dinner and afterward enjoyed
themselves informally with music and
conversation
While informal in character the affair was elegantly appointed and was a
fitting close to a season of enjoyable
social events given for and by Phi Gam
this term

Beta Initiation and Reunion
Last Friday and Saturday were days
of continued activity at the Beta House
The occasion was that of the annual in-

itiation supplemented by an alumni
The rooms
banquet of graduate Betas
were tastefully decorated with Wooster
pennants and a profusion of pink and
the fraternity colors
blue ribbons
One prominent feature of the decorations was a circle of pennants centering
around the Roman numeral vin designating the number of the district of
Beta Theta Pi to which the Wooster
chapter belongs and the whole thing
encirled by loops of pink and blue bunting Streamers of pink and blue ribbons were looped from the center chandelier to the picture moulding and when
the banquet tables were set in the form
of the Greek letter Pi the whole presented a very pleasing appearance in-

evening were held until several of the
guests arrived on the evening limited
from Cleveland Six Freshmen were
put through the ceremony of the initiation ritual R M Adair R J Corbett
E N Chalfant W W White C E
Palmer and R A Kelley
Immediately after the initiation the
tables were spread and a full course
banquet was served About fifty Betas
were seated at the tables and the time
passed quickly with the singing of various college and fraternity songs
Besides several representatives from
the Reserve Case Denison Ohio Ohio
Wesleyan and Michigan chapters of the
fraternity many Wooster Alumni were
present Among the latter were Reed
Carpenter 75 and Judge Norman P
Wolfe 76 of Mansfield E P Dean 76
Dudley J Hard 93 William R Pomerene 84 J K Davis 04 J F Seiler
ex- 05 C A Wilder 05 R P
Abbey
05 H L Forman 07 R W Irwin
ex- 08 Sam E West ex- 09 and others
The presence of Francis W Shepardson of the University of Chicago general secretary of Beta Theta Pi and of
W L Flory Chief of District VIII added
dignity and importance to the occasion
The toast list was as follows
Toastmaster
Chas M Moderwell 89
Judge Frank Taggert 74
Wooster and the Fraternity
Walter L Flory Denison 03
Ideals of Chapter Life
Enthusiasm
J Calvin Hanna 81
Francis W Shepardson Denison 82
Beta Theta Pi General Secretary
After several short impromptu remarks by alumni and men of other
chapters everybody hunted up their
beds and hit the hay

Campus Notes
the Prep
to the effect that an attempt to

Holden Hall
Isabella Bull of Bellefontaine will enschool again after Christmas
Margaret TempleGrace Mclntyre
ton and Grace Thurns of Hoover Cottage will come into Holden Hall after
the holidays
Holden Hall is the recipient of a
handsome Xmas present from Mr Severance of Cleveland The gift is a
beautiful Kimball piano which has been
placed in the back parlor The piano
fills a place which has been vacant all
fall and is greatly appreciated by the
girls
Mrs Shaler and Mrs N G Beebe
ex- 78
were guests of Miss Mabel
Smiley at Holden Hall the first of the
week

ter

Christmas
Stationery
Messages of Christmas Cheer
Kind words from those we love
live longest in the memory of
men
A nice line of fine letter paper
in sensible styles put up in fancy
selling
boxes for Christmas
119 98c
priced at 148 124
89c 73c 63c 59c 48c 39c 34c
29c 27c 25c 17c 14c and 10c the

box as you prefer it
Also standard self- filling Fountain Pens from 150 to 5 each

There are many beautiful
gifts
shown here

and useful Christmas

Come in and see

A rumor has emerged from

camp

protest the Senior Prep game will be
made

Hard luck Preps

Prof Dickason gave a very interest
ing talk on his visit to the Eastern
Schools at Preparatory chapel last Friday
Pres Montgomery of Muskingum
College led chapel last Wednesday
Miss Helen Lawrence and Miriam
Hard spent a few days in Mansfield the
guests of Frances Cline and Eleanor
Douglass

The musicians at Holden Hall are
deed
Some of the guests arrived on Friday greatly overjoyed over their new piano
while others kept dropping in all day which has come to them as a Christmas
Saturday

10
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The special activities of the present

The Syndicate
6 E Liberty St

DAvVSON
Leading

Photographer
Opposite Aicher House
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MLautzenser

CLASS BASKET BALL

THE GROCERS
Public Squaie

11

anything in comparative scores the rest
of the games will be close

Preps Going Some

Juniors

Seniors

Palmer

On Tuesday

with a surprise

22

Preps

21

f

Barr r f

night the Seniors met Hayes
From the beerinnine

c

Jacobs

1

chased all around them keeping the
ball mostly in their own hands and
snatching it back when they lost it
KstaTolishad 1845
The game was the fastest of the season
Capital and Swplui 18600
but during the first half the Seniors
West Side Public Square played on their dignity scoring mostly by fouls
The prep element of the
rooters went crazy when at the end
of the first half the score stood 12- 11
in their favor The score was tied at
Dandruff Cure and Jlair Tonit nearly every other basket and about
save the hair
the end of the second half the Seniors
began to get desperate
Even Foss
got up in the air and Emerson threw
three baskets in rapid succession The
DR NOLD HOELZEL Dentiit
preps nothing daunted again took
Offil ovr Haoiways Tailor Establish charge of the ball and when time was
called the score stood 21- 21 in favor of
men
the Preps
But just before the gong
sounded a prep made a foul and the
Seniors had the choice of winning by
throwing the foul or playing five minPianos Organs Phonographs utes more The former plan was very
Sheet Music Post Cat as
wisely chosen and Foss threw the Seniors the game
Piano Polish dec
Fouling was rife on both sides and it
3 en 288
34 S Market
was due to the accuracy of throwing
touls that the Seniors won Oh the
M R LIMB
Preps can handle the ball

GRAYS

Tie

Seelye
Garvin

c

g

1

5

Collins

rg

2
2

Mackintosh

g

1

1

2
3

Seelye

2

Laundry

ElUott

11 S

J

Barr

aTe

UyfBB-

f

Hunter r f

Goals from fouls

Bait

Goals

2
5
4

straight through the nimble little Preps Fulton r g

The Wayne County National

Sophs

Goals
1

Ot- o

Thompson

GARVIN Agt

A

Gray Bros Brbrihop

RS APPLEMAN

Seniors

Goals

Emerson f 4
Compton r f 1
The
1
Foss c
EiDtrlenct in tie Bating Lint for 30 Tears
Garvin g
WLiberty
on368
Phoneii
K Liberty
Phone 137 Richardson rg
Goals from fouls
1

Hunsicker

Baker

1

BOGNER BROS
Fresh and Salt Meats

Juniors

34

Preps

Phone

116

Nolins Livery
H

F

t

wrr

jut

88
dr J

i
ii

if

f
Goheen r f

2

Thompson c
Eddy g
Atkinson r g
Foss 10 Eddy

1

Collins

1

1

Sophomores

in
at

trOuiiNinrrcn

Tl

u7

3

I

i
4

L3

l

Perfect
and quality
any designs
wide range
Pen Points

d

iW

it

v

desires of
Everybody
in be satis

Goals

fv
o

fVi
fcV
9l

please all
Sold by best dealers

v

1 V

1

3
7

it

18

After the rapid and accurate work of
the Senior- Prep game the Junior- Sonh
game seemed somewhat lifeless but
signs of interest soon began to show
MACK TAILORING CO when the Sophs took the lead for a
Latlie tid Gemts Custom Tailor lttle while The Juniors however soon
broke it up and began to work up some
In CleuliE RewatiHe RtDaiiW g
enthusiasm
The first half ended with
a score of 15- 11 in favor of the Juniors
but this was not at all an uncomplimentary score to the Sophs It was not
until near the end of the game that
Buckeye Street
Phone 6 the Juniors commenced to get into their
usual form then Barr and Fulton
poured the ball into the basket and
Jacobs broke up the plays in a way that
CROWL
did some credit to the team
Seelye
Diractor
Pictures Framad deserves mention as havinsr done eood
Tunrl
Phoaa 119- Otfica 2 rimgr- Raa 3 ring
Oppasita Arahar House
work for the Sophomores
If there is
N E Side Square

try

Prompt Service
V

lievrr St iff t
Ill mi p
1
U
GAUIHITIC Ajent
THE
Mrs

ERONTE-

2

NAC

Hoikstrasser prop

Meals served first- class
Prepared for Parlies and Uannnets
lelephone 610
Wooster Ohio

East of Horns Bakery

L E Yocum Pres
Chan M Gray Vice Pre
Chas R Mayers V Pres E W Thompnon Iah
Wesley Znugi Asst Cash
L Earl Funk Teller

Capital

Tie

Citizens

10000000

National

of Wooster

Ohio

Yarman

Nice

Dry Cleaning Dyeing Repairing
and Pressing
K
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t

pt-

oiic
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character and arrangement of our Mens Wear Stock
facilitate the making of selections and the prices throughout
Vi
instantly impr ss vol with their economic importance
1

A

rx

1

Mens Neckwear

it so but car
Our say so riont ma
03 do make our say so so
il Mens
Piione 12
49
Ji- ty St
en K
1

1

oV

eLrs

UOim Cileniars ftr local Views
entire new Christinas seals and cards
Post Albums Books in line binding
Holiday Siationery the finest in the
city Scrap Baskets Bibles etc at
the Post Office
Rices

j fotHc Archer faiilloser Ohio

tii

wvcyaiKs
11

an l

50

25c to

100

Si

Mens Scft and Stiff Hats
200 to

5 00

5

j5u iiaoiink Bags ana Suit Cases

End Reefers

The Quality St on

e

The Anniversary Coriceii

safe terse

On Thursday evening The Messiah
was given in Memorial Chapel by the

MS

Oratorio Chorus under the direction of
Phone 332 Prof J Lawrence Lro assisted by iJiss
Fanners 10c Earn
Soprano Miss
Caroline Z Hudson
Mr B
Christine Miller Contralto
II
Mr
John
and
Tenor
Terrell
Allen
111
Miss Edna B Fiiigs
Roberts Baritone
presided at the piano and Miss Alice
M Firestone at the organ
Hosts mill tarnations our specialties
The work of the chorus was generally
Sts
and
Eevcr
Bowman
Cor
In the first t o choruses
excellent
there was a lack of spontaniety and enthusiasm but thereafter the chorus re
sponded finely to the masterly influence
Many of the choruses
of Prof Erb
to
Svecial
were rendered as well as any chorus
Wooster is indeed
could render them
in possessing such an able
fortunate
H N MATEER M
director and all around musician as
Cur iiirl iiif a nil Xorth Sis
Prof Erb
Ilionf Hi to 30I P M
Of all the soloists Miss Hudson
OIIk- o Hours 100 to 500 7W
Her
seemed to be a general favorite
voice is of lovely quality great range
and power and she filed the exacting
ocaland artistic requirements of the
role to the delight of the large audience
4
We feel that the rendition of the
latter part of I know that rny Redeemer Liveth was not as effective as
the other numbers being a little over
toral oxamioat tons provided for Scu Uor i tolosoo aone

DeuGitt

the

ZbU to
50c to

400
150
400 to 1250

Wooster Ohio

jj

rrRr ifw ww

cm

C WILLI A

t

to

to 50c

Silk Handkerchiefs

reedlander

AVAY

Pit iu

1

15c

Mops

to

V- c

Doiiis

STAHL

V

l

f2uCS
c

Mens Linen Handkerchiefs

2

Men 8 Fancy Vests
to C859 Mens Night Robes
Mens Bath Robes
Mens Smoking Jackets
400 to 1000

Mens Jfvflew

oitle
J

to

c i

His
red
ens
Kens Suspends

Irt-

DL

ft

The

161

h

Vw

11
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Christmas Gifts that Men

Oliio

Vtoosier

Ldjcrry Street

No

J

j

j

j

floFirf

house
arco
Attention

Student Parties

Dt

PoIyiechnk

i

i

j

j

j

Miss Miller sang with her usual artistic rendering but her voice was not
in quite the condition it was last year
It lacked vitality probably due to ajrecent attack of typhoid
Miss Miller
however sang excellently and we would
have to go far to find her superior in
this role
Mr Terrell has a rather light lyric
Tenor voice and he does not seem well
fitted for oratorio work His singing
however was acceptable although he
lacked artistic finish
Mr Roberts sang well He possesses
a rich baritone voice of fine quality and
his interpretation is excellent
He did
not seem to be at his best on Thursday
evening In places his voice was lacking
in timbre and the tempo in Why do the
nations so furiously rage was so fast
it spoiled the effect of that number
Miss Riggs and Miss Firestone did
excellent work which contributed in no
small degree to the success of the concert
It is to be hoped that the rendition of The Messiah will become a
yearly event now that the repetition
has woven so signal a success

The regular meetings of Y M and
were calied off on last
Wednesday night in order that the
members might be able to attend Dr
Hills last prayer- meeting as pastor

Y W C A

